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Pierre Auger Observatory

Cosmic Ray Showers

• The largest Cosmic Rays Observatory

When a cosmic ray particle reaches the Earth, it
collides with a nucleus high in the atmosphere,
producing many secondary particles, which share
the original primary particle's energy. The
secondary particles subsequently collide with other
nuclei in the atmosphere, creating a new
generation of energetic particles that continue the
process, multiplying the total number of particles.
The resulting particle cascade, called "an extensive
air shower," arrives at ground level with billions of
energetic particles extending over a large area.

• 3 000 km2 – in the Argentina Pampa
• 1 600 Surface Detectors (Cherenkov)
• 4 + 1 Fluorescence Telescopes
• 6 x 5 Fluorescence Cameras
• 10 % of the time (night – no moon)
• Hybrid Events : SD + FD
• Better determination of the energy

• High Energy Cosmic Ray
• Energy 1020
• 1 / km2 / century
• Expected hybrid events: 10 per year

• Pierre Auger Observatory

Simulations of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray
Showers is a CPU intensive task and produces
large outputs. Showers are independent,
parallelization is trivial. Many independent
simulation jobs can be run.

• Experimental Array : 2001-2004
• Production Area : 2004
• Full production : 2006
• Inauguration in 2008

Bulk Production on the Grid

Worldwide collaboration
More than 500 scientists from 94
institutions from 19 countries
VO auger established in 2006 by
the Prague group (CESNET and
FZU)

Total elapsed time per country, statistics for 2011.

Many sites from several countries
contribute to the total computing
capacity available for the Pierre Auger
Observatory.

26 sites
11 countries

MC simulations jobs are run by a dedicated team
Grid is used only for the large scale MC production of
started in Prague, since 2009 moved to Granada team. cosmic ray showers with different models and parameters.
Individual users may use the same resources

Sites supporting the VO auger (Computing Elements)

VO auger in Top Ten

Physics Results

VO auger is the biggest CPU consumer after the LHC VOs

Front page of Science for
the paper about anizotropy

Source: EGI Accounting Portal

Already 35 papers published with significant impact
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EGI.eu Grid Infrastructure enables access to many resources in a unified
way. This environment offers the Pierre Auger Observatory a capacity
required for cosmic ray showers simulations.
We thank to all sites and their administrators for supporting the VO auger.
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